to δ-systems as "quasi-disjoint families". But this is hardly serious and is due simply to the fact that the authors are topologists.

As a set theorist, this reviewer has naturally required the assistance of a topologist during the preparation of this review and would like here to thank Frank Tall for some helpful discussions. All opinions expressed here, however, are due to the reviewer.
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machine-scheduling problems reduce to finding eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix over a semiring; certain path-finding problems reduce to the solution of linear equations over an ordered structure.

Many combinatorial optimization problems assume, under such reformulation, the appearance of problems of linear algebra over an ordered system of scalars. Hence we may look to the highly-developed classical theory of linear algebra over the real field to give us hints as to how we might approach these problems, or, if appropriate adaptations of classical techniques cannot be found, we have a well-defined research program to elucidate the theory of linear algebra over such ordered structures, and to see how far the algorithms and duality principles, familiar to us from linear and combinatorial optimization over the real field, extend to more general structures.

These questions have stimulated a good deal of research over the last twenty-five years. From a few isolated publications by one or two researchers in the late 1950s, the subject has matured into an identifiable branch of applicable mathematics with an international following.

The author has made a comprehensive survey of this work, to which he himself has notably contributed. His book is divided into two sections. In the first, a systematic theory of ordered algebraic structures is presented; in the second, the subject of linear algebraic optimization is explored. The topics discussed are generally, though not exclusively, of one or two kinds: either they relate to the properties of matrices over such of the algebraic structures as are rich enough to permit matrix multiplication, or they analyse the extent to which analogues of familiar linear and combinatorial optimization problems may be formulated and algorithmically solved for general ordered algebraic structures.

Because it so comprehensively reviews a literature which is widely scattered throughout a great variety of journal articles, this book will be a valuable addition to the library of any researcher seriously interested in this field.
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Functions of a finite set of selfadjoint operators, commuting with each other, can be defined through spectral theory. Pseudo-differential operators come into action when the need to represent functions of noncommuting operators arises. More specifically, let us consider the Hilbert space $L^2(\mathbb{R}^n)$, and, for